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INTRODUCTION: on 18 october2023,50 students with 4 tecturers went 
for a trip to YSR Horticulture research station �Kovvuru wih an aim to 
visit the faculty and technology of biology we arrived there at 10.00 
a.m.we planned to visit the university and also its products,We are 
also visited Coringa marine museam at Rajhamundry 

TRIP OBJECTIVE: The objectives of the trip was to get to know the 
university in more details in terms of facuBty "s operation,to get 
exposure on products and aBso learn about how to cultivate millets 

and tuberous crops-comparision between local and non local 
products 

FIELD OBSERVATION: We are guided by a tour by host who 
explained in detailes about the products during the tour, we jotted 
down some notes and interviewed the host about how the local 

products could be marketed.the question and answers session 
between guests and the host took about half an hour.we also 
managed to collect as many as good brochures and posters relating 
to this. We are also learning about primitive fish species, insects and 
reptails at Coringa marine museam. 

Due to time constraint as there were many things to watch and to 
ask,we tried to get contact numbers of the host to arrange future 
trip. 



We learned various things about university and we found out that 
creativity was shown by university"s students to help the local 
products to be cultivated 

CONCLUSION: Our trip ended about 7 p.m.it can be concluded that 
the trip was successful and we believed that our objective was 
achieved.we learned something new and beneficial for us. it was a 
well recommended trip especially for science students inorder to 
help to improve local products to reach the same standard of 
Overseas product in the future. 
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